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ABSTRACT

Single-band and Dual-band Beam Switching Systems and Offset-fed Beam Scanning

Reflectarray. (May 2012)

Jungkyu Lee, B.S., Kwangwoon University;

M.S., University of California at Irvine

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Kai Chang

The reflectarray has been considered as a suitable candidate to replace the

conventional parabolic reflectors because of its high-gain, low profile, and beam

reconfiguration capability. Beam scanning capability and multi-band operation of the

microstrip reflectarray have been main research topics in the reflectarray design. Narrow

bandwidth of the reflectarray is the main obstacle for the various uses of the reflectarray.

The wideband antenna element with a large phase variation range and a linear phase

response is one of the solutions to increase the narrow bandwidth of the reflectarray.

A four beam scanning reflectarray has been developed. It is the offset-fed microstrip

reflectarray that has been developed to emulate a cylindrical reflector. Unlike other

microstrip reflectarrays which integrates phase tuning devices such as RF MEMS

switches and another phase shifters to the reflectarray elements and control the reflected

phase, the beam scanning capability of the reflectarray is implemented by a phased array

feed antenna. This method can reduce the complexity of the design of the beam

switching reflectarray. A simple method has been investigated to develop multi-band
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elements in this dissertation. In approach to increase the coverage of the operation bands,

a six-band reflectarray has been developed with two layers. Each layer covers three

frequency bands.

A Butler matrix is one of the useful beamforming networks for a phased array

antenna. A Double-Sided Parallel-Strip Line (DSPSL) is adapted for the feeding network

of eight array elements. The DSPSL operate very well to feed the microstrip antenna

array over the bandwidth to reduce the sidelobe level and a high gain. In another topic of

a Butler matrix, a dual-band Butler matrix has been proposed for multi-band applications.

A modified Butler matrix is used to reduce a size and a sidelobe level.

The bandwidth of the microstrip antenna is inherently small. A broadband circularly

polarized microstrip antenna with dual-offset feedlines is introduced in this dissertation.

Aperture-coupled feed method is used to feed the stacked patch antennas and a slot-

coupled directional coupler is used for the circularly polarized operation.

The research presented in this dissertation suggests useful techniques for a beam

scanning microstrip reflectarray, phased array antenna, and wideband antenna designs in

the modern wireless communication systems.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Wireless communications has been a rapidly growing part of the communication

industry over the past few years and the range of application has become wider with the

potential to provide high-speed high-quality information exchange between portable

devices in the world. By means of the rapidly emerging wireless communications

systems, based on radio and infrared transmission mechanisms, potential applications

enabled by this technology include multimedia Internet-enabled cell phones like GSM

and CDMA, smart homes and appliances, automated highway systems, RFID (Radio

Frequency Identification) and Bluetooth. Wireless is a method of communication that

utilizes radio waves to transmit and receive data between devices. There is significant

research and development on smart antennas for wireless systems throughout the world

because smart antennas have much potential to improve the performance of the next

generation wireless systems. Smart antennas can be characterized into two main

categories: adaptive antenna array and switched beam system, or phased antenna array

[1]. Switched beam antenna systems form multiple fixed beams with heightened

sensitivity in particular directions and switch their beams in different directions

________________
This dissertation follows the style of IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation.
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throughout space by changing the phase differences of the signals used to feed the

radiating elements. Adaptive array form an infinite number of patterns that are adjusted

in real time using a variety of new signal processing algorithms [2, 3]. Switched beam

system has advantages over adaptive antenna array in that the system can be designed in

a simpler way and has the ability to select the strongest signal level of multiple beams.

These systems cover a wide spectrum of frequency, from 1 MHz up to millimeter

wavelengths and are used in a wide range of communication and radar applications, such

as cellular telephone, mobile tracking communication system, GPS, and commercial

broadcasting linear arrays.

The switched beam system consists of a beam forming network and an antenna

array. Several beam forming networks have been proposed, such as the Blass matrix [4],

the Nolen matrix [5], the Rotman lens [6] and the Butler matrix [7-11]. The N x N Butler

matrix has been used to feed N array antenna elements. The Butler matrix has some

good features such as lossless property and simple structure as compared to other

matrices. The Butler matrix is composed of branch-line couplers, phase shifters, and

cross-overs. In general, the Butler matrix has been realized by microstrip lines [7-11],

coplanar waveguides (CPW) [12], waveguides [13], CMOS technology [14]. The N x

2N Butler matrix using the double-sided parallel-strip lines (DSPSL) has been studied.

DSPSL has some advantages such as easy realization of high impedance lines, simplicity

in circuit structures of wide-band transitions, and good performance of balanced

microwave components and can be analyzed using the image theory [15-18]. The

DSPSL with an inserted conductor plane are used at the output ports of the Butler
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matrix. DSPSL are composed of two identical microstrip lines on top and bottom layers.

DSPSL with the inserted common conductor plane has no effect on the identical circuits

on the top and bottom layers and the conductor plane is considered as a virtual ground to

isolate nonidentical circuits [16]. The beam scanning can be obtained by different

feedings with the phase variation provided by the Butler matrix. The elements of the

common Butler matrix are branch-line couplers, crossovers, or 0 dB coupler, and phase

shifters. This beam forming network (BFN) is more complicate and has more phase error

than the modified Butler matrix using only branch-line couplers and phase shifters

without any crossovers.

Traditionally, large parabolic reflector antennas have been widely used in high gain

antenna applications such as satellite communications, radars, radio astronomy

observations, and deep-space communications. The parabolic reflector antenna features

high gain over wide frequency bands. However, these antennas are an obstacle for some

applications that require small volume, low profile, and mounting simplicity, because

they are bulky, heavy, and their geometrical shape. Also, the capability of pattern

reconfiguration, beam scanning, and beam shaping, is limited without mechanical

devices. To overcome these disadvantage, reflectarray antenna was introduced by D.G.

Berry in 1963 [19]. Reflectarray consists of many unit antenna elements placed on a

substrate and a feed antenna. Along with developing microstrip patch antennas, a

reflectarray using microstrip patch elements, called microstrip reflectarray, has presented

as a substitute of parabolic reflector antennas [20-27]. The microstrip reflectarray

antenna has the same advantage of microstrip antennas that are low-profile, light-weight,
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and conformable to planar and nonplanar surface, and inexpensive to manufacture.

According to these advantages, microstrip reflectarray has been intensively studied.

However, one drawback of the microstrip reflectarray antenna is its inherent narrow

bandwidth due to the limited bandwidth of the microstrip antenna. To overcome this

narrow bandwidth of the microstrip reflectarray antenna, multi-band configuration of the

reflectarray [22-24] and wide-band reflectarray are presented [25-27].

A reflectarray antenna is a microstrip array antenna, a reflecting element, combined

with the feed horn of the reflector antenna. It is a low-cost, low profile, high gain

antenna with the beam scanning capability of a phased array antenna if it is integrated

with solid-state control devices. Because the feed horn illuminates many isolated

microstrip array elements on a thin reflecting surface and eliminates the use of the

conventional transmission feeding lines, it also features low insertion loss of the

conventional parabolic reflector [28]. The key feature of a reflectarray antenna design is

the adjustment of the reflected phase of the microstrip array elements to create a

parabolic phase front across the array’s surface.  The preferred phasing methods depend

on the array element and the type of polarization.  For a linearly polarized case, the

phase correction has been achieved by using identical microstrip patches with different

length phase-delay lines [29-31], variable size printed dipoles [32], and variable size

microstrip patches [33, 34]. Many papers of microstrip reflectarray have been published

on the design of fixed beam antennas. One of the advantages of the reflectarray is an

electrically beam switching ability and some interesting developments has been reported.

An electrically beam scanning reflectarray using RF MEMS has been proposed in [35]
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and aperture coupled elements are used. In [36], switched beam reflectarray with two

linear polarized feed arrays has been proposed. Cylindrical reflectors have found use in

the area of the advanced precipitation radar antenna and the application of automotive

radar. We proposed an offset-fed cylindrical beam switching reflectarray fed by linearly

phased array antennas with a Butler matrix.

1.2 Dissertation organization

This dissertation presents a several topics including a single-band beam switching

antenna on double-sided parallel strip line and double-sided parallel strip line with the

inserted ground plane, dual-band beam switching array system using a modified 4 x 4

Butler matrix, a beam switching microstrip reflectarray fed by a phased array antenna,

and a broadband circularly polarized aperture-coupled microstrip antenna using dual-

offset feedlines.

Chapter II presents the design of a dual-band switched beam array antenna fed by

dual-band Butler matrix. The basic operation mechanism of the Butler matrix is briefly

introduced. For low side lobe level and small size, the modified Butler matrix is used.

The rectangular microstrip patch antenna and rectangular ring patch antenna connected

by four bridges are used.

Chapter III introduces offset-fed beam scanning microstrip reflectarray. The basic

operation theory of the microstrip reflectarray is briefly presented. A circular patch with

ring element is used as a unit cell of the microstrip reflectarray. This microstrip
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reflectarray element has a broad reflection phase. Instead of a horn antenna normally

used, a phased array antenna, one of smart antennas, is used as a feed antenna.

Chapter IV proposes a switched beam antennas fed by a 4 x 8 Butler matrix. The

conventional Butler matrix has four inputs and four outputs. In this case, a 4 x 8 Butler

matrix with the power divider at the output ports of a 4 x 4 Butler matrix is used to

reduce a low sidelobe level and obtain a high gain. The Butler matrix is design on

double-sided parallel-strip lines (DSPSL).

Chapter V describes broadband circularly polarized (CP) aperture-coupled

microstrip antenna. These stacked patch antennas have dual-offset feedlines. The CP

patch antennas are fed by a slot-coupled directional coupler for wideband performance.

Chapter VI presents a six-band reflectarray configuration on two layers. The

elements of 6.6, 18.7, 57.5, 52.5, 166, 183.3 GHz are located on top and bottom layers.

Each substrate layer accommodates three frequency bands. The possibility of this

configuration, the achievable phase range and the coupling effect, is investigated.

Chapter VII introduces dual-band branch-line coupler on a DSPSL. Normally the

first and third arm of the branch-line coupler with the three arms has the very high

impedance. Therefore, these lines with the high impedance have a very narrow width,

which is hard to make the very narrow width on the substrate. An offset DSPAL is good

for high impedance line with the wider width. Dual-band branch-line coupler on DSPSL

and offset DSPSL is proposed.
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CHAPTER II

DUAL-BAND SWITCHED BEAM ARRAY FED BY DUAL-BAND BUTLER

MATRIX*

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the recent advancement in the area of wireless communication

systems has increased the demand for multi-band systems. There are two way to take

advantage of a multi-beam antenna system: adaptive antenna array and switched beam

system as shown in Fig. 1 [1]. Recently, smart antennas have been widely deployed in

many of the top wireless communication worldwide to address wireless network

capacity and performance challenges. An adaptive array forms an infinite number of

patterns that are adjusted in real time using a variety of new signal-processing

algorithms. Switched beam systems can form multiple fixed beams with heightened

sensitivity in particular directions and switch their beams in different direction

throughout space by changing the phase difference of the signals used to feed the

radiating elements.

A switched beam system consists of a beam forming network and an antenna array.

There are several beam forming networks such as Blass matrix, Nolen matrix, and Butler

_____________________________

* Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from J. K. Lee and K. Chang, “Dual-band
switched beam array fed by dual-band Butler matrix”, Electronics Letters, vol. 47, no. 21, pp.
1164-1165, Oct. 2011, Copyright 2011 by IET.
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Fig. 1. Two type of the smart antenna: (a) switched beam antenna system and (b)

adaptive antenna system.

matrix. A Butler matrix is a beam forming network and has been used in switched beam

system to make multi-beams. The conventional Butler matrix consists of branch-line

couplers, phase shifters, and crossovers as shown in Fig. 2 (a) [1, 8-11]. This matrix

consists of branch-line couplers and phase shifter without any crossovers as shown in

Fig. 2 (b) [7].

The conventional Butler matrix is an n2 x n2 network with n2 input and n2 output

(n is a matrix order). The modified matrix has four inputs and four outputs, and it is

implemented to excite the array of four patch radiating elements. The beam scanning can

be obtained by different feedings with the phase variation of o±45 and o±135 provided

by the Butler matrix. Table 1 shows the phase difference of a Butler matrix. This beam

forming network is more complicate and has more phase error than the modified Butler

matrix using only branch-line couplers and phase shifters without any crossovers. The
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Two type of Butler matrix: (a) conventional Butler matrix and (b) modified

Butler matrix.
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proposed Butler matrix is simple in the design and can reduce phase error by crossover.

The antenna array is designed by four microstrip patch antennas. The several elements

such as bends and discontinuities in BFN cause spurious radiation, which can reduce the

side lobe level [37]. Therefore, as the Butler matrix is implemented behind the antenna

array, the system can expect to improve the side lobe level [37].

Recently, dual-band beam switching array has been published. In [8] dual-band

antenna array is fed by a broadband Butler matrix. This system uses four diplexers and

two antenna arrays for dual-band beam switching operation. A diplexer is used to

connect a broadband Butler matrix and antenna array of each band. In [38] dual-band

beam forming network is simulated using dual-band couplers and dual-band crossovers.

A dual-band beam switching system with two layers is proposed using a dual-band

Butler matrix (dotted line) on bottom layer and dual-band antenna array on top layer.

Since discontinuity in the Butler matrix such as corners or junctions can cause spurious

radiation affecting the array radiation pattern, we decide to implement the matrix on the

back side of the antenna array to reduce the sidelobe level. Moreover, this kind of

connection can reduce the coupling between the matrix and antenna array.
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Table 1. Phase difference of Butler matrix (unit: degree).

P5 P6 P7 P8 Phase Diff.

P1 135 90 45 0 -45

P2 45 180 315 90 135

P3 90 -45 -180 45 -135

P4 0 45 90 135 45

2.2 Design of dual-band Butler matrix

We present the study of dual-band smart antenna system with frequency ratio to

1:1.85 based on the switched beam system. The beam scanning can be obtained by

different feedings with the phase variation of o±45 and o±135 provided by the Butler

matrix at both 4.05 GHz and 7.4 GHz. All elements of the dual-band Butler matrix are

branch-line couplers, and phase shifters for simple design and reducing the phase errors

at two frequency band. Details of the design of the feeding network together with the

antenna array are described. The simulated results are obtained from Ansoft HFSSTM to

verify the reliability of the results [39].

The branch-line couplers are one of the most useful passive circuits with wide range

of microwave applications. There has been developed for dual-band branch-line couplers

for microwave circuit applications. These couplers are a reciprocal four-port network,

meaning that they work effectively on waves transmitting in either direction and are 3

dB directional couplers with o90 phase difference in the output at two frequency bands.
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In [40], dual-band coupler is presented using two branch-lines, which the electrical

length of the horizontal line is twice longer than the vertical length. In [41], the open and

short stubs are used to accomplish the dual-band operation with the same length. In [42],

dual-band coupler with two additional cross-coupling branches inside is presented. In

[43], we can see dual-band coupler with enhanced bandwidth response using three

branch-lines. This three branch line coupler has a phase characteristic of different sign at

output ports. In this work, we choose the three branch-line coupler which has the same

phase sign at output ports and the enhanced bandwidth response at two frequency bands.

The branch-line couplers are the first element to be implemented in the matrix. The basic

configuration of the dual-band branch-line coupler is shown in Fig. 3. This branch-line

coupler is decomposed into the superposition of an odd-mode excitation and an even-

mode excitation as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Geometry of a dual-band branch-line coupler.
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(a)                                                                (b)

Fig. 4. Decomposition into (a) even mode and (b) odd mode.

In the even mode half circuit, its ABCD matrix representation is given as follows:
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In the odd mode half circuit, its ABCD matrix representation is given as follows:
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(2)

where all impedance values are normalized to the port impedance oZ .
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To simplify the equation, the electrical length of the vertical lines is equal to be half

of the horizontal lines. In addition, all vertical lines are the same length ( 1 2 2
h

v v
   ).

The ABCD parameters obtained above can be used to calculate the even and odd mode

reflection ( ) and transmission (T) coefficient by the following formula [44].

, , , ,
,

, , , ,

e o e o e o e o
e o

e o e o e o e o

A B C D
A B C D
  

 
  

(3)

,
, , , ,

2
e o

e o e o e o e oA B C D
 

  
(4)

If the amplitudes of the incident wave are ± 1/2 at input port, the amplitudes of the

emerging wave at each port is expressed as

11
1 1
2 2e oS     (5)

21
1 1
2 2e oS     (6)

31
1 1
2 2e oS     (7)

44
1 1
2 2e oS     (8)

We can calculate aZ , bZ , cZ , and  that satisfy the equation 21 31S S and

41 0S  . If  = , from Eq. (5)-(8) the S parameters are independent of the values of the

characteristic impedance, 0Z [43]. Using Eq. (5)-(8), the value of aZ , bZ ,and cZ can be

solved at the frequency ratio 2 1/f f . The operation frequencies are 1f =4.0 GHz and 2f

=7.4 GHz. The optimal impedances are aZ =41.5 , bZ =112 , and cZ =57.8 at the
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central frequency, 0 1 2( ) / 2f f f  . We designed this dual-band coupler using Rogers

RT/duroid 6006 substrate with a relative permittivity of 6.15 and the thickness of 0.64

mm. Its physical dimension are hW =1.3 mm, 1vW =0.12 mm, 2vW =0.708 mm, hL =11.59

mm, and 1vL = 2vL =6.65 mm.

The simulation results of the coupler are presented. Fig. 5 shows the return loss,

isolation, and coupling coefficient of dual-band branch-line coupler. It can be seen that

the isolation and return loss is greater than -20 dB at two frequency bands of 4.0 GHz

and 7.4 GHz and the insertion loss are -0.1 dB, which are reasonable compared with the

theoretical values. Fig. 6 illustrates the phase differences between two output ports, and

it is shown that the difference is about -90o at two frequency bands. The phase

differences are almost constant over the operating frequency band.

Fig. 5. Magnitude of S-parameters of the branch-line coupler.
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Fig. 6. Phase of S-parameters of the branch-line coupler at output ports.

Phase shifters are used to change the transmission phase angle of a system.

Theoretically, phase shifters provide low insertion loss, and approximately equal loss in

all phase states. We will concentrate mainly on those that are electrically-controlled. In

this work, phase shifters are needed to delay desired phase shift at output ports of the

Butler matrix. Transmission line phase shifters are chosen in this work because they are

simple in the design and implementation. Eighth wavelength delay line is obtained from

  x , which is designed by using a simple transmission line at 0f =5.7 GHz. Two

45o phase shifters are designed as simple transmission lines which yield required phase

shifts at the operating frequency. The 50 Ω transmission line of 28 mm plays a part in -

45o phase shifter at both frequency bands.
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As in the conventional Butler matrix, by combining the branch-line couplers and -

45o phase shifters, we design the modified 4 4 Butler matrix to feed the antenna array.

The phase shift is determined by the number of radiating elements n. The phase

difference at the output ports is (2 1) /p n   , where p is the port number. The

simulation results of the 4 4 Butler matrix are presented. As shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,

the return losses are greater than -18dB and the insertion losses are 6.4  0.25 dB at 4.0

GHz and 7.4 GHz of the Butler matrix. Table 2 and Table 3 show a summary of the

corresponding phase shifts between the inputs and the outputs of the matrix at both

frequency bands. The simulated phase errors are within 0.5o at 4.0 GHz and are within 3o

at 7.4 GHz. The modified Butler matrix is analyzed by using 3D full wave simulator,

Ansoft HFSS v11.

Fig. 7. Return losses of the dual-band Butler marix.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Insertion loss of the Butler matrix at (a) port 1 and (b) port 2.
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Table 2. Phase at the inputs and outputs of Butler matrix at 4.0 GHz (unit: degree).

Port 5 6 7 8

1
Phase -5.4 39.27 84.25 128.94

Error 0.33 0.02 0.31

2
Phase 39.68 174.17 -50.6 84.03

Error 0.51 0.23 0.37

3
Phase 84.44 -50.99 174.09 38.95

Error 0.43 0.08 0.14

4
Phase 129.81 84.56 39.73 -5.5

Error 0.25 0.17 0.23

Table 3. Phase at the inputs and outputs of Butler matrix at 7.4 GHz (unit: degree).

Port 5 6 7 8

1
Phase -86.14 -42.77 3.73 45.83

Error 1.63 1.5 2.9

2
Phase -43.42 91.99 -133.3 1.77

Error 0.41 0.29 0.07

3
Phase 3.05 -133.3 92.31 -44.17

Error 1.35 0.61 1.48

4
Phase 45.97 2.91 -43.27 -87.69

Error 1.94 1.18 0.58
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2.3 Design of dual-band patch antenna array

Recently, dual-band operations of microstrip antenna are needed in various

communication systems and radar. In such case, a patch antenna is desirable to operate

in multiple bands. In general, there are two kinds of method to obtain the capability of

dual-band antenna by using reactively loaded antennas and multi-resonator antennas [45,

46]. Reactively loaded antennas can obtain dual-band operation by including the narrow

slots parallel to the radiation element edges or single or double notches [46, 47].

In this work, we use a simple one layer dual-band rectangular patch antenna with

single feed. Two rectangular microstrip antennas are connected to each other with four

bridges which are located at the center of each radiating element. The feeding point is

located at 50 Ω point for two frequency bands. This type antenna has an advantage of

obtaining the shift of frequency range by changing the bridge width [48]. The proposed

dual-band patch antenna is shown in Fig. 9. Inner patch is designed for a frequency band

of 7.4 GHz and outer patch is for a frequency band of 4.0 GHz. A rectangular patch is

fabricated on RO 4003C substrate of thickness of 1.524 mm and relative permittivity of

3.38.

Fig. 10 shows the simulated return loss of a dual-band rectangular patch antenna

using 3D full-wave simulator, Ansoft HFSS software. It can be seen that radiation occurs

at the interested dual-frequency, 4.05 GHz and 7.4 GHz with good impedance matching.

The return loss is greater than -14 dB at the 4.05 GHz and 7.4 GHz. Fig. 11 shows the

simulated radiation pattern of a patch element in E-plane at two frequency bands.
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r

Fig. 9. Geometry of the proposed dual-band patch antenna.

Fig. 10. Return loss of the dual-band patch antenna.
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(a)                                                                (b)

Fig. 11. Simulated radiation patterns at (a) 4.05 GHz and (b) 7.4 GHz

By controlling the progressive phase difference of the radiating elements, the

maximum radiation can be tilted in any desired direction for scanning. The radiation

characteristics of the array are determined by the type of each element used, its position

in space, and the amplitude and phase of the currents feeding it. The total field is

determined by the vector addition of the fields radiated by the each element. The fields

from the individual elements of the array interfere constructively in the space to provide

very directive patterns. In this work, the linear array in which the centers of antenna

element lie along a straight line is used. The element distance between the single

antennas is playing a crucial role in the mutual coupling between the elements. Mutual

coupling affects impedance, the gain and radiation characteristics such as far-field

pattern and polarization. It is difficult to control the distance of two frequency bands for
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a good performance. The distance between the antenna elements is about 0.5 0 at the

center frequency of 0f =5.7 GHz. As shown in Fig. 12, the simulation results of return

losses of all radiating elements are greater than -15 dB at two frequency bands of 4.05

GHz and 7.4 GHz.

2.4 Measurement of dual-band switched beam system

In this work, we proposed the dual-band switched beam system which is

composed of a modified Butler matrix using branch-line couplers and phase shifters and

the microstrip antenna array. An antenna array and the Butler matrix have a dual-band

characteristic. The Butler matrix is connected to the antenna array by using two back-to-

back substrates with feed through pins to improve the side lobe level. This would allow

plenty of surface area, and have the critical advantage of allowing the use of one

substrate with a low dielectric constant for the antenna elements. Fig. 13 (a) and (b)

show a photograph of the antenna array and the proposed Butler matrix. The total area is

16.5 x 9 cm2.

Fig. 12. Return losses of the dual-band antenna array.
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(a) Top view

(b) Bottom view

Fig. 13. Photograph of the proposed beam switching system: (a) the antenna array and (b)

the Butler matrix.
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The measured return loss of the fabricated Butler matrix with microstrip array

antenna is shown in Fig. 14. The measured result shows that the return losses at each

input port are better than -8 dB at two frequency bands. The normalized radiation

patterns of the beams are measured using far-field method in the anechoic chamber. Fig.

15 illustrates the normalized radiation patterns when port 1, port 2, port 3 and port 4 are

excited respectively at (a) 4.0 GHz and 7.3 GHz. The side lobe level (SLL) of 4.0 GHz

array antenna is -13 dB at port 1 & 4 and -7.5 dB at port 2 & 3. The SLL of 7.3 GHz

system is -12.5 dB at port 1 & 4 and -7.2 dB at port 2 & 3. The main beam direction of

4.0 GHz antenna array is o±14 for port 1 & 4 and o±47 for port 2 & 3. The main beam

direction of 7.3 GHz antenna array is tilted by o±10 for port 1 & 4 and o±28 for port 2

& 3.

Fig. 14. Measured return losses at each input port.
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(a)                                                                 (b)

Fig. 15. Measured radiation patterns at (a) 4.0 GHz and (b) 7.3 GHz when each port is

fed respectively.

2.5 Conclusions

Dual-band beam switching antenna array with two layers is proposed and

measured. The Butler matrix and antenna array have dual-band characteristic and

connected back-to-back substrate. A modified Butler matrix is used for this system,

which has simple schematic and can reduce phase error due to crossover. The frequency

ratio between the two frequency bands is around 1:1.85. The measured results show

good properties for dual-band multi-beam system.
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CHAPTER III

OFFSET-FED BEAM SCANNING MICROSTRIP REFLECTARRAY FED BY

PHASED ARRAY ANTENNA

3.1 Introduction

Large parabolic reflector antennas have been used in satellite communications and

radio astronomical system due to high gain. Although they are efficient antennas, these

antennas are bulky and heavy, and the main beam can be tilted only a few degrees from

broadside direction. Recently, reflectarray antennas have been studied to replace the

conventional high gain parabolic reflectors because of their low profile structures and

light weight. A microstrip reflectarray is composed of many microstrip radiating

elements which are designed to reradiate the incident field with proper phases [34]. The

phase range is required up to 360° to compensate the spatial phase delay between the

parabolic curvature and each radiating element location on the flat reflectarray. Due to

the less metallization as compared to patches, microstrip rings are commonly used as

reflectarray unit cells. The use of the ring element has several advantages such as

compact size, broader circular polarization bandwidth, and little blockage of the incident

field in multi-layer structures [49].

Many papers of microstrip reflectarray have been published on the design of fixed

beam antennas. One of the advantages of the reflectarray is an electrically beam

switching ability and some interesting developments have been reported. An electrically

beam scanning reflectarray using RF MEMS devices has been proposed in [35] and
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aperture coupled elements are used. In [36], switched beam reflectarray with two linear

polarized feed arrays has been proposed. Cylindrical reflectors have been useful in the

area of the advanced precipitation radar antenna and the applications of automotive radar.

In this work, we proposed an offset cylindrical beam switching reflectarray fed by

linearly phased array antennas with a Butler matrix, which is one of the beam forming

networks.

3.2 Basic reflectarray operation theory

In this section, some basic theoretical aspects concerning a microstrip reflectarray

are described, and then a method to calculate a reflection phase from a reflected wave is

introduced. The fundamental theory of the microstrip reflectarray antenna in this section

is cited from [50, 51]. Fig. 16 shows the geometry of a parabolic reflector antenna and a

microstrip reflectarray. Contrary to a metallic curved surface of parabolic reflector

antenna, a microstrip reflectarray is composed of a microstrip radiating elements, printed

on a ground substrate. The feed antenna of both antennas is located at the focal point of a

parabolic curve and they illuminate the curved reflector or the microstrip antenna array.

When the wave from the feed antenna is incident on the microstrip reflectarray surface,

the elements of the reflectarray will reradiate the incident wave into the space. However

as can be seen from Fig. 16 (b), the incident path lengths for the field propagating from

the feed antenna to the elements are all different. Therefore the reradiated field will not

be coherent in a desired direction. In a microstrip reflectarray, the path adjustment of

different paths is done by the microstrip array elements instead of geometrical shape of
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(a)                                                                     (b)

Fig. 16. Geometry of (a) parabolic antenna and (b) microstrip reflectarray antenna.

the parabolic reflector antenna. The key to the microstrip reflectarray design is to adjust

the reflection phase of each element to compensate for the path differences so that the

reradiated fields from each element should be collimated towards a desired direction.

The analysis of a microstrip reflectarray antenna can be derived by comparing the

configurations of a parabolic antenna. Fig. 17 shows the geometry of a microstrip

reflectarray with its virtual parabolic curve. An incident plane wave is incident on the

parabolic reflector’s metal surface and then bounces to a focal point a distance f above

the center of the parabolic reflector. Each reflectarray elements are located at a position

(x’, y’) from the center of the array (0, 0). The distance between the focal point and any

antenna element is denoted as rmn. The angle θ’ is the angle between the path connecting

the focal point and the array center and the path connecting the focal point and the

antenna element.
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Fig. 17. Geometry of the front-fed microstrip reflectarray.

The parabolic curve equation is as follows;

-1 2' tan
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(9)

The dimensions of the reflector (d) and the largest angle (θ0) from the center of the

parabolic reflector are related [15] as
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For any angle θ’, the distance from the reference plane of the reflectarray element to the

focal point is (s + s cos θ’) longer than the corresponding ray trace from the reference

plane of the parabolic antenna to the focal point. This additional path length must be

compensated in the design of the reflectarray element in order to provide the parabolic

phase front across the surface of the array.

The distance s is equal to

'
'

(1 cos ')
cos cos '(1 cos ')


  


f fs r 
  

(11)

Therefore, the total path difference ( pathS ) can be obtained as follows;

'cos '
cos

   path
fS s f


(12)

From the equation (12), the total phase from the feed to an aperture in front of the

reflectarray can be calculated.

The disadvantage of the front-fed parabolic reflector is that the feed antenna blocks

the transmitting or receiving wave. To solve this problem, offset-fed parabolic reflector

antenna has been presented [52-58]. The analysis to calculate the needed phase delay is

derived based on the comparison of the geometrical configurations between an offset

parabolic reflector and a flat microstrip reflectarray. Fig. 18 shows the geometry of the

offset-fed microstrip reflectarray with its virtual parabolic surface.  The microstrip

reflectarray elements are placed at ( , , )re re rex y z in the ( , , )x y z coordinate system.
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Fig. 18. Geometry of the offset-fed microstrip reflectarray.

From Fig. 18 and specifying the reflectarray dimension refD , the vertical distance

ref , and the desired scan angle b , the phase center of the feed is ( - sinre bf  , 0,

cosre bf  ) in the ( , , )f f fx y z coordinate system. From the center of the feed antenna, the

center of the microstrip array element on the reflectarray surface is obtained such that

the incident angle of the feed horn f , relative to the normal of the reflectarray surface is

very close to the main beam angle b . By choosing the value of f very close to b , the
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effect of beam squint of the microstrip reflectarray can be minimized to a great extent for

an offset-fed reflectarray system.  Since the center of the microstrip array element on the

reflectarray surface lies on the surface formed by the parabolic antenna, the subtended

angle 0 can be determined with its corresponding focal length defined as [52];

0(1 cos( ))
2

FrF 
 (13)

Now the origin in the ( , , )x y z coordinate system is redefined such that the center

( , , )f f fx y z of the feed antenna can be placed at (0, 0, )F and the ( , , )re re rex y z

coordinates of the microstrip reflectarray elements are also transformed. The surface of a

parabolic antenna is formed simply by expressing the value of shz coordinate in terms of

rex and rey [52]. That is,

2 2

4
re re

sh
x yz

F


 (14)

Finally, the path difference is as follows;

2 2 2 2 2 2( ) ( )re re re re re sh sh rel x y z F x y z F z z           (15)

The aperture efficiency is one of major factor to predict the microstrip reflectarray

system performance. The efficiency of the microstrip reflectarray is similar to that for

the parabolic antenna. The design of the microstrip reflectarray antenna usually begins

with a specific gain. The gain of a reflectarray antenna can be obtained by the product of

the aperture directivity and the aperture efficiency. The aperture directivity Dr is

determined by the aperture area A as
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2

4
r

AD 


 (16)

Then, the gain of the reflectarray antenna is defined as

2

4
r a a

AG D  


   (17)

where a is the aperture efficiency.

There are two types of the aperture efficiency, the illumination efficiency and the

spillover efficiency [50, 59-61]. The illumination efficiency is caused by the unequal

illumination of the array aperture due to the feed’s tapered pattern. This efficiency is a

function of the subtended angle ( 0 ) and the feed pattern of reflector. The spillover

efficiency is the ratio of the amount of feed energy that illuminates the entire array to the

total amount of energy that is radiated by the feed antenna.

Let us define the total aperture efficiency ( a ) as

a i s  (18)

where i is a illumination efficiency and s is spillover efficiency.

From Silver [62],
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Among various radiation models, the analysis assumes the feed has a cosq θ pattern. The

parameter q determines the pattern shape and the directivity of the feed antenna. Fig. 19

shows the directivity of the feed antenna versus the q value. The larger q value, the

higher directivity is. Once the feed antenna is designed with a specific directivity, the q

value is obtained. From the power distributed across the reflectarray aperture, the total

power radiated by the feed, and the total power radiated by the feed antenna, Eq. (19)

and (20) can be calculated as follows [50]:

1 2 1 2

2 2 1

[((1 cos ) / ( 1)) ((1 cos ) / )]
2 tan [(1 cos ) / (2 1)]

 



   


 

q q

i q

q q
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(21)

and

2 11 cos   q
s  (22)

Fig. 19. Directivity vs. q factor of the feed antenna.
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By using Eq. (21) and (22), the efficiencies are plotted against the feed antenna pattern

in Fig. 20 with a given reflectarray diameter of 0.5 m at 32 GHz and a f/D ratio of 1.0.

These curves indicate that the illumination and the spillover efficiencies are

complementary to each other [50].

In the design of a reflectarray, it is desired to find the maximum aperture efficiency

with the given design parameters. The feed antenna location is an important parameter

and is described by the offset angle 0 and the height F.

Fig. 20. Illumination and spillover efficiencies vs. feed pattern shape [50].
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3.3 Design and performance of the feed array

A. Introduction

The development of a 0.25 m square offset fed beam switching reflectarray

antenna has been presented. The reflectarray is a flat aperture to emulate parabolic right

cylinder and ring-patch elements are used to obtain the wide phase variation. A linearly

polarized microstrip patch fed by a Butler matrix is placed along the focal line to feed

the reflectarray antenna. Large parabolic reflectors have been used in satellite

communications and radio astronomical system due to high gain. Although they are

efficient antennas, these antennas are bulky and heavy, and the main beam can be tilted

only a few degrees from broadside direction. Microstrip reflectarray has been studied as

a substitute for parabolic reflectors due to flat surface, light weight, easy fabrication, and

broad beam scanning [20-36]. This reflectarray consists of feed antenna and microstrip

array of reflecting elements. The feed antenna illuminates microstrip array elements,

which are designed to make the reradiated wave phase coherent wave. For this, there are

several ways such as loading patches with stubs of variable length [31], using patches of

variable size [34], using patches with rotation angles [32].

Many papers of microstrip reflectarray have been published on the design of

fixed beam antennas. One of the advantages of the reflectarray is an electrically beam

switching ability and some interesting developments has been reported. An electrically

beam scanning reflectarray using RF MEMS has been proposed in [35] and aperture

coupled elements are used. In [36], switched beam reflectarray with two linear polarized

feed arrays has been proposed. Cylindrical reflectors have found use in the area of the
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advanced precipitation radar antenna and the application of automotive radar. In this

paper, we proposed an offset cylindrical beam switching reflectarray fed by linearly

phased array antennas with Butler matrix, which is one of the beam forming networks.

B. Design of Butler matrix elements

The Butler matrix is a 2n x 2n network with 2n input, 2n output, 2n-1 log2 2n

branch-line couplers and some phase shifters (n is a matrix order). A 4 x 4 Butler matrix

has been used to feed N array elements and has some good features such as lossless

property and simple structure [7-14]. This matrix is composed of branch-line couplers,

o-45 phase shifters, and crossovers as shown in Fig. 2.  A signal incident at input port is

divided into output ports with equal magnitude and the constant differential phase shift (

o45 and o135 ). The Butler matrix is implemented on substrate with a relative

permittivity of 2.33 and a thickness of 0.508 mm.

The conventional planar branch-line couplers are used for the matrix. The

branch-line couplers are the simplest type of a quadrature coupler, since the circuitry is

entirely planar. These couplers are a reciprocal four-port network, meaning that they

work effectively on waves transmitting in either direction and are 3 dB directional

couplers with o90 phase difference in the output port. They have a symmetry shape, as

any port can be used as the input port and the output ports (P2 and P3) are on the

opposite side from the input port (P1). The isolated port (P4) is the remaining port on the

same side as the input port at the center frequency.
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Fig. 21. Geometry of a conventional branch line coupler.

The branch-line couplers are the first element to be implemented in the matrix.

The basic configuration of the branch-line coupler is shown in Fig. 21. The branch-line

couplers can be decomposed into the superposition of an odd-mode excitation and an

even-mode excitation. The length of each arm of the branch line coupler is quarter-

wavelength. One pairs have the characteristic impedance of oZ , and the other pairs have

the characteristic impedance of 0Z / 2 . A part of the wave traveling from port1 to port 2

is coupled to port 3, but not port 4. Port 1 and 4 are decoupled as are port 2 and 3. With

all ports matched, power entering port 1 is evenly divided between port 2 and 3 with a

90o out of phase between these output ports. No power is delivered to port 4, which

means it is the isolation port. The line widths of 50 Ω and 35.4 Ω are 1.51 mm and 2.47

mm and the length of two branch lines is the quarter-wavelength, 6.68 mm. The

simulation results of the coupler are presented. Fig. 22 shows the return loss, isolation,

and insertion loss of branch-line coupler. It can be seen that the isolation and return loss
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is greater than -20 dB at 8 GHz and the couplings are 3.05 dB, which are reasonable

compared with the theoretical values. Fig. 23 illustrates the phase between two output

ports, and it is shown that the phase difference between the output ports is about o-90 .

The phase differences are almost constant over the operating frequency band. These

simulation results are obtained by using Ansoft HFSS V12.

Fig. 22. Simulated magnitude resopnses of the branch-line coupler.
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Fig. 23. Phase responses of the branch-line coupler at output ports.

A planar crossover, 0 dB coupler, can be designed by cascading two branch-line

couplers. The main role of crossover is to isolate signals at the crossing of lines. Fig. 24

shows the simulated results of 0 dB coupler. As shown in Fig. 24, S31 is about -0.1 dB

and S11, S21, and S41 are greater than -25 dB at the center frequency. Theoretically phase

shifters provide low insertion loss, and approximately equal loss in all phase states. Most

phase shifters are reciprocal networks, meaning that they work effectively on waves

passing in either direction. Phase shifters can be controlled electrically, magnetically or

mechanically by using PIN diodes. We will concentrate mainly on those that are

electrically-controlled. In this work, phase shifters are needed to produce desired phase

shift at output ports of the Butler matrix. Transmission line phase shifters are chosen in
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Fig. 24. Simulated S-parameters of the 0 dB coupler.

this work because they are simple in the design and implementation. Eighth wavelength

delay line is obtained from   x , which is designed by using a simple

transmission line at 8 GHz. The phase shifter is used to delay the signals equal to the

needed phase shift ( o-45 ), plus the delay of the crossover. The simulated phase of the

crossover is o-149.3 at 8 GHz. Therefore, the required phase of the phase shifter is

o-194.3 . A 50 Ω transmission line of the length of 39.02 mm and the width of 1.51 mm

produces the required phase.

By combining the branch-line couplers, o-45 phase shifters, and crossovers, we

design the Butler matrix on Rogers RT/duroid 5870 substrate with a relative permittivity

of 2.33 and thickness of 0.508 mm. The schematic of the Butler matrix is shown in Fig.
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25. We consider the matrix that has the same number of bends in all paths because of

reducing the effects of amplitude and phase differences between all paths. The

simulation results of the Butler matrix are presented. As shown in Fig. 26 and Fig. 27,

the return losses are greater than -18 dB and the insertion losses are 6.6 ± 0.2 dB at 8

GHz when port 1 is applied. Table 4 shows a summary of the corresponding phase shifts

between the inputs and the outputs of the matrix. The simulated maximum phase errors

are about o-3.6 at 8 GHz.

Fig. 25. Schematic of the conventional 4 x 4 Butler matrix.
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Fig. 26. Return loss of the Butler matrix.

Fig. 27. Insertion loss of the Butler matrix when port 1 is applied.
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Table 4. Phase shifts at the input and output port of the Butler matrix (unit: degree).

Port 5 6 7 8

1
Phase 132.89 90.51 44.51 -2.59

Error 2.62 1.1 2

2

Phase 41.82 -180.0 -45.63 87.18

Error 3.18 0.63 2.19

3
Phase 87.43 -45.67 179.64 41.04

Error 1.9 0.31 3.6

4
Phase -3.34 43.6 88.82 131.01

Error 1.94 0.22 2.81

A patch antenna is fabricated by etching the antenna element pattern in metal trace

bonded to a dielectric substrate that has dielectric constants usually in the range of

r2.2 ε 12  . The patch antenna is one of the resonant antennas and when the particular

shape and mode are chosen, they are very versatile in terms of resonant frequency,

polarization, pattern and impedance. It is easy to analyze using both the transmission-

line and cavity model, which are most accurate for thin substrate. The feeding

mechanism plays an important role in the design of microstrip patch antennas. The

resonant input resistance of the patch antenna can be changed by using an inset feed,

recessed a distance from the slot. By using a transmission line model, it is possible to

accurately model and analyze microstrip line inset fed patch antenna designs. In addition,

by using modal-expansion analysis, it is possible to locate the exact recessed length of a
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50 Ω input impedance. Microstrip line feeding is suitable for developing high gain

microstrip array antennas and the recessed length determines the input impedance.

Microstrip edge feed antennas with inset are used for an antenna array as shown in Fig.

28 (a). The dimensions of array element are as follows: the width of 7.92 mm, the length

of 5.84 mm, the inset width of 0.32 mm, and the inset length of 1.86 mm. The return loss

is greater than -25 dB at 8 GHz as shown in Fig. 28 (b).

C. Measurement of the feed array antenna

Feed array antenna consists of beamforming network and microstrip array

antenna. The radiating elements are spaced at a free space half-wavelength at 8 GHz.

The measured return loss of each port is greater than -20 dB as shown in Fig. 29. Fig. 30

shows the normalized radiation pattern of the feed array antenna at 8 GHz. The boresight

angles of four beams are o16 , o-32 , o31 ,and o15 , respectively. The sidelobe level is -

(a)                                                                    (b)

Fig. 28. (a) Geometry of array element and (b) return loss of the antenna.
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11.5 dB for port 1 & port 4 and -8.8 dB for port 2 & port 3. The size of the feed antenna

is 11.8 cm x 12.5 cm.

Fig. 29. Measured return losses of the feed array antenna.

Fig. 30. Measured radiation patterns of the feed array antenna.
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3.4 Design and performance of the microstrip reflectarray antenna

Space borne radar is an important technology to the research in the meteorology and

topography of the Earth and other planets in the solar system. Cylindrical reflect antenna

fed by linear phased array antennas have found use in the area of radar applications. A

prototype model of the advanced precipitation radar antenna using parabolic cylindrical

reflect antenna made of a polymer membrane material is reported in [63]. An offset

cylindrical reflect antenna has been designed for the application of automotive radar [64].

An offset feed configuration is used to reduce the aperture blockage. The analysis of

line-source-fed single layer microstrip reflectarray is presented by Sze [65]. Many

papers of the microstrip reflectarray antenna have fixed beam direction [35, 36]. In this

work, the scannable microstrip reflectarray has the four main beams with one feed array

antenna.

The radiating element of the proposed microstrip reflectarray is shown in Fig. 31.

The unit cell consists of one multi-resonant element using a ring and a circular patch on

the substrate. The microstrip reflectarray is implemented on substrate with a relative

permittivity of 2.2 and a thickness of 0.787 mm. The foam layer (εr =1.06) is inserted to

reduce the rapid phase change between the substrate and ground plane. The height of the

foam layer is 1.6 mm. In this design, the radius of a ring ( 1r ) is variable and the gap

between the ring and the circular patch are fixed of 1 mm and 1r -r is fixed at 1 mm. The

unit cell is a square lattice with a side length of 18.75 mm, which is 0.5 λ0 at 8 GHz. The

reflection phase of the microstrip reflectarray element changes with this variable and is

simulated with Ansoft HFSS using E and H wall waveguide approach mentioned in [66].
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While the size of a unit cell differs from that of its neighboring elements, this simulation

method assumes an infinite periodic array environment with normal incident wave to

optimize the size of a unit cell. Fig. 32 shows the simulated reflection phase of the

microstrip reflectarray element at 8 GHz. The phase range is obtained around o612 in

case of normal incidence.

(a)                                                                       (b)

Fig. 31. Unit cell of the microstrip reflectarray: (a) 3D view and (b) side view.

Fig. 32. Reflection phase of the microstrip reflectarray element at 8 GHz.
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Measurements of the beam scanning reflectarray fed by the phased array antenna are

conducted in the anechoic chamber at Texas A&M University with the range of 10

meters. The photograph of the measurement setting of 0.25 mm offset-fed microstrip

reflectarray is shown in Fig. 33. The scan angle designed is o20 in the H-plane. The

boresight angles of four beams generated by the feed array antenna are o14 , o29 ,

o35 ,and o12 as shown in Fig. 34. The sidelobe levels are -12.9 dB for port 1 & port 4

and -5.1 dB for port 2 & port 3.

Fig. 33. Photograph of the measurement setup.
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Fig. 34. Measured normalized radiation patterns of the offset-fed beam scanning

microstrip reflectarray.

3.5 Conclusions

An offset cylindrical reflectarray fed by linear polarized phased array has been

developed. An electrically beam scanning microstrip reflectarray has been designed and

fabricated. The microstrip reflectarray shows four main beam directions depended on the

feed array antenna with Butler matrix. Further study will consider low sidelobe levels of

feed array antenna and the increase of the number of elements for low sidelobe level of

the microstrip reflectarray.
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CHAPTER IV

SWITCHED BEAM ANTENNAS FED BY 4 X 8 BUTLER MATRIX USING

DOUBLE-SIDED PARALLEL-STRIP LINE

4.1 Introduction

There has been a rapid growth in the development of smart antenna in wireless

communication systems to reduce multipath fading and interference. The two types of

smart antennas are adaptive array antennas and switched beam antennas. Adaptive array

antennas aim to steer automatically the beam to any. Although adaptive array has some

advantages such as the improvement of speech quality and the continuous beam patterns,

the technical realization of these algorithms is more complex than switched beam array

systems. The switched beam systems have multiple fixed beam patterns, but these

systems can be easily implemented and can also improve the channel capacity and range.

The switched beam system consists of a beam forming network and an antenna

array. Several beam forming networks have been proposed, such as the Blass matrix [4],

the Nolen matrix [5], and the Butler matrix [7-13]. The N x N Butler matrix has been

used to feed N array antenna elements. The Butler matrix has some good features such

as lossless property and simple structure as compared to other matrices. The Butler

matrix is composed of branch-line couplers, phase shifters, and cross- overs. In general,

the Butler matrix has been realized by microstrip lines [7-11], coplanar waveguides

(CPW) [12], and waveguides [13]. In this work, we propose the N x 2N Butler matrix

using the double-sided parallel-strip lines (DSPSL). DSPSL has some advantages such
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as easy realization of high impedance lines, simplicity in circuit structures of wide-band

transitions, and good performance of balanced microwave components and can be

analyzed using the image theory [15, 67]. The DSPSL with an inserted conductor plane

are used at the output ports of the Butler matrix. DSPSL are composed of two identical

microstrip lines on top and bottom layers. DSPSL with the inserted common conductor

plane has no effect on the identical circuits on the top and bottom layers and the

conductor plane is considered as a virtual ground to isolate nonidentical circuits [16].

According to the array theory, it is difficult for microstrip antenna arrays to obtain a

low sidelobe level (SLL) due to mutual coupling between array elements and coupling

and mismatch between elements and feed network [37]. In this work, power dividers

based on DSPSL with the inserted ground plane are used to increase the number of the

output ports of feed network. This type of power divide has a good performance over the

broadband range [68, 69]. The proposed switched beam array antenna is designed with

low sidelobe level and high gain operating at 8 GHz compared to the conventional 4 x 4

Butler matrix.

4.2 Analysis of double-sided parallel strip line

Double-sided parallel-strip line (DSPSL) was analyzed by Wheeler using the

conformal transformation mapping method [70]. Fig. 35 shows the side view of the

conventional DSPSL and the microstrip line. The conventional DSPSL is a symmetric

structure. The RF voltage on the top strip is positive (+) if the voltage on the bottom strip

is negative (-). According to the image theory, the voltage in the middle of the substrate
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 35. Side view of the conventional DSPSL and microstrip line.

can be considered to be zero (0) and the inductance per unit length of the DSPSL (Ld) is

twice of that of the microstrip line (Lm). Moreover, the capacitance per unit length of the

DSPSL (Cd) is one half of that of the microstrip line (Cm). It means that the middle plane

of the substrate can be considered as a virtual ground plane as shown in Fig. 35 (a) and

the characteristic impedance of the two cases can be given by

2
2 2

/ 2
d m m

cd cm
d m m

L L LZ Z
C C C

    (23)

where Zcd and Zcm is the characteristic impedance of the DSPSL and microstrip line.
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4.3 Design of the 4 x 8 Butler matrix on DSPSL

In this section, the conventional Butler matrix is designed on DSPSL. The DSPSL

with an inserted conductor plane are used at the output ports of the Butler matrix.

DSPSL are composed of two identical microstrip lines on top and bottom layers as

shown in Fig. 36 (a). DSPSL with the inserted common conductor plane as shown in

Fig. 36 (b) has no effect on the identical circuits on the top and bottom layers and the

conductor plane is considered as a virtual ground to isolate nonidentical circuits. Fig. 37

shows the characteristic impedance of micro- strip line and DSPSL. These impedances

versus the width (W) are extracted by Zeland IE3D software [71]. A signal incident at

the input ports is divided into the output ports with equal magnitude and the constant

differential phase shift ( o±45 and o±135 ) depending on the input port signal. The

superposition of all differential phase makes a beam more directional to a certain

direction.

The proposed Butler matrix is composed of the branch-line couplers, crossovers,

phase shifters, and power dividers. Fig. 38 shows the circuit configuration of the

proposed 4 x 8 planar Butler matrix based on DSPSL and DSPSL with inserted

conductor plane. Since DSPSL is a balanced line as shown in Fig. 36, two circuits on

both sides of a substrate have the same dimensions. A RT/Duroid 6010 with a relative

dielectric constant of 10.2 and thickness of 0.762 mm is used to design the branch-line

couplers, crossovers, and phase shifters.
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(a)                                                             (b)

Fig. 36. Cross section view and E-field distribution of (a) conventional DSPSL and (b)

DSPSL with an inserted conductor plane.

Fig. 37. Characteristic impedance of the microstrip line and DSPSL.
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Fig. 38. Geometry of the proposed 4 x 8 Butler matrix (clean box: DSPSL and dotted

box: DSPSL with ground plane).

The conventional planar branch-line couplers are used for the proposed matrix on

DSPSL as shown in Fig. 39. With all ports matched, a signal incident on input port (P1)

is evenly divided between output ports with o90 phase shift and no power is coupled to

insolation port (P2) as shown in Fig. 38. The line width of each impedance can be

founded using Fig. 37. The line widths of 0Z (50 Ω) and 1Z (35.4 Ω) are 1.06 mm and

1.62 mm. The line length of each impedance is the quarter-wave length of DSPSL, 2.60

mm. The simulated results are the insertion loss of 0.18 dB and the return loss and

isolations of over 20 dB at 8 GHz as shown in Fig. 40 (a). Fig. 40 (b) shows that the
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phase difference is - o89.5 between output ports at 8 GHz. These results show a good

performance. These results are achieved using Ansoft HFSS V12.

Fig. 39. Geometry of the branch-line coupler on DSPSL.

(a)                                                                       (b)

Fig. 40. Simulated S-parameters of the branch-line coupler: (a) magnitude responses and

(b) phase responses.
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A planar crossover, 0dB coupler, can be designed by cascading two branch-line

couplers. The main role of a crossover is to isolate signals at the crossing of lines. The

layout of the crossover is seen by in Fig. 38. The insertion loss is 0.23 dB and the return

loss and isolation are over 25 dB at 8 GHz as shown in Fig. 41. The simulated phase of

the crossover shows o40.7 at 8 GHz.

After designing the branch-line coupler and crossover, we design a phase shifter for

controlling phase. The phase shifter is used to delay the signals equal to the needed

phase shift, plus the delay by the crossover. The simulated phase of the crossover is

o40.7 at 8 GHz. Therefore, the required phase of the phase shifter is - o4.3 . A 50Ω

transmission line of the length of 10.4 mm and the width of 1.06 mm produces the

required phase shift.

Fig. 41. Simulated S-parameter responses of the crossover.
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Fig. 42 shows the S-parameters of the proposed Butler matrix on DSPSL when port

1 is applied. The insertion loss is 0.73 dB ± 0.16 dB for port 1 as shown in Fig. 42. The

insertion loss for port 2, port 3, and port 4 is 0.75 dB ± 0.18dB, 0.82 dB ± 0.2 dB, 0.83

dB ± 0.23 dB, and 0.74 dB ± 0.17 dB, respectively. The return loss for all ports is greater

than -20 dB at 8 GHz. Table 5 shows the phase of each output port and maximum phase

error is less than o2 . These results show the good performance in terms of magnitude

and phase of S-parameters.

Fig. 42. Simulated S-parameters of the proposed 4 x 4 Butler matrix when port 1 is

applied.
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Table 5. Phase and phase error of each port (unit: degree).

P5 P6 P7 P8 Maximum phase
error

P1 161.5 116.6 72.1 27.6 0.5

P2 72.4 -151.6 -15.6 117.8 1.6

P3 117.4 -16.1 -151.9 72.2 1.5

P4 27.6 72.3 116.5 161 0.8

The power divider is a fundamental and important component used in the

microwave and millimeter wave applications. In this work, the power divider on a

DSPSL and a DSPSL with the inserted ground plane is used to increase the output ports

of the 4 x 4 Butler matrix. Fig. 43 shows the 3-D view of the power divider, which

consists of DSPSL at port 1 and the back-to-back microstrip lines at port 2 and port 3.

The inserted ground plane, located in the middle of the substrate, has no effect on the

DSPSL, which can be considered as two identical microstrip lines placed back-to-back

as shown in Fig. 44. As shown in Fig. 38, the output port, P5, of the Butler matrix is

connected with the power divider and the output ports of the power divider are used to

feed antennas A1 and A5 with o180 phase difference. The ground plane is inserted in the

middle layer (h/2) and divided into two parts by gap. The two circuits on the top and

bottom layers are identical. When the input port signal is applied to, the phase between

top line (port 2) and bottom line (port 3) is o180 out-of-phase as shown in Fig. 36. A

resister R is located between two grounds to isolate the output port [68]. Using the even
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and odd mode analysis method, the impedances of each section can be calculated: 0Z

=50 Ω of DSPSL,

Fig. 43. 3-D view of the power divider on a DSPSL and DSPSL with the inserted ground

plane.

Fig. 44. Side view of the power divider.
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2Z = 50 Ω of the inserted DSPSL, or the microstrip impedance line with h/2, and 1Z =

0Z / 2 with R= 0Z /2 [68]. The power divider is designed on RT/Duroid 6010 with a

dielectric constant of 10.2 and a thickness of 0.762 mm. The dimensions of the circuit

are as follows: 0w =1.06 mm, 0l =8 mm, 1w = 0.63 mm, 1l =3.5 mm, 2w =0.35 mm. The

output port with the length A1l on the top layer is used to feed an antenna A1 and the

output port with the length A5l on the bottom layer is used to feed an antenna A5 on the

top layer. The phase difference of the power divider must be o180 out-of-phase to have a

constant differential phase shift. The lengths of the output ports on the top and bottom

layer should be same for o180 out-of-phase shift. In this design, the phase delay due to

via should be considered. The lengths of the output port on top layer are 66.35 mm and

the lengths of the output port on bottom layer are 64.4 mm. The simulated results show

the insertion loss of ± 0.14 dB and the return loss of over 20 dB at 8 GHz as shown in

Fig. 45. The simulated phase difference of the output port is o179.4 at 8 GHz as shown

in Fig. 46.

4.4 Design of the microstrip antenna array

Microstrip edge feed antennas with inset are used for an antenna array. Fig. 47

shows the layout and side view of an antenna array element.  All antenna array elements

are located on the top layer. Antennas A1 to A4 are fed by the output port of the power

divider on same layer and antennas A5 to A8 are fed by that of the power divider from

the bottom layer. An array antenna with eight elements produces the beam with low SLL
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Fig. 45. Simulated magnitude responses of the power divider.

Fig. 46. Simulated phase responses of the power divider.
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(a)                                                     (b)

Fig. 47. Layout and side view of an antenna array: (a) antenna A1 to A4 and (b) antenna

A5 to A8.

and high gain compared to an array antenna composed of four elements. Moreover, to

reduce sidelobe level (SLL), -20 dB Dolph-Chebyshev distribution is adopted for the

array antenna design and the length of from t1l to t5l is used for this distribution. The

method was introduced by Dolph [72]. Its excitation coefficients are related to

Chebyshev polynomials [59]. The array factor of an array of even or odd number of

elements with symmetric amplitude excitation is written as:
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If the number of array antenna is eight, Eq. 24 should be

7 5 3( ) cos(7 ) 64cos 112cos 56cos 7 cos    AF u u u u u (26)

If we let,

cosz u (27)

Eq. 26 can be written as

7 5 3
7cos(7 ) 64 112 56 7 ( )    u z u z u z u z T z (28)

And Eq. 28 is related to a Chebyshev polynomial Tm (z), which is valid only in the -1 ≤ z

≤ +1 range. This polynomial is related to the hyperbolic cosine functions. Each

polynomial can be computed using [59]:

1( ) cos[ cos ( )]mT z m z -1 ≤ z ≤ +1                     (29)

1( ) cosh[ cosh ( )]mT z m z z < -1, z > +1 (30)

Since the array factor is a summation of cosine function, the unknown

coefficients of the array factor can be determined by equating the series denoting the

cosine terms of the array factor to the proper Chebyshev polynomial.

The excitation coefficients of the array factor are calculated by using the above

formulas. If we set a major-to-minor lobe ratio of 20 dB, the current excitation
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coefficients are 1a =1, 2a =0.874, 3a =0658, and 4a =0.576. An array antenna is designed

on a RT/Duroid 6010 with a relative dielectric constant of 10.2 and a thickness of 0.381

mm. All eight array elements are identical except the length for realizing the Dolph-

Chebyshev distribution and designed for operating at 8 GHz. The dimensions of array

element are as follows: the width of 7.92 mm, the length of 5.84 mm, the inset width of

0.32 mm, and the inset length of 1.86 mm. The width of 50 Ω microstrip feed line ( 0w )

is 0.35 mm. The lengths for realizing the excitation coefficients are t1l = t8l 1.58 mm, t2l =

t7l = 1.28 mm, t3l = t6l = 0.6 mm, and t5l = 0 mm (50 Ω feed line), respectively and the

width (w) is 2 mm. The radiating elements of the antenna array are spaced at a distance

d=0.5 0 at 8 GHz.

(a)

Fig. 48. Photos of the proposed switched beam array antenna: (a) top view and (b)

bottom view.
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(b)

Fig. 48. Continued.

Fig. 49. Normalized radiation patterns of the switched beam antenna array.
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Fig. 48 shows the photograph of the proposed 4 x 8 Butler matrix on a DSPSL

and a DSPSL with the inserted ground plane. Fig. 49 shows the measured normalized

radiation pattern. The SLLs of each beam are lower than -12.5 dB. In particular, the

SLLs of port 1 and port 4 are lower than -18.2 dB. The boresight angles of the four

beams are o14 , - o46 , o46 , and - o14 , respectively. The measured gain of the switched

beam system is 13.5 dBi for port 1 & port 4 and 12.8 dBi for port 2 & port 3.

4.5 Conclusions

A design of a switched beam antenna array based on a DSPSL and a DSPSL with

the inserted ground plane with a 4 x 8 Butler matrix is designed and manufactured. To

increase the number of output port, the power dividers are used between a 4 x 4 Butler

matrix and a microstrip antenna array. The proposed switched beam antenna array

achieves a low sidelobe level with a high gain. This design structure is relatively simple

and small compared to an 8 x 8 Butler matrix that is composed of two Butler matrixes.

Experimental results show that a SLL of each switched beam is lower than -12.5 dB at

all four beam directions.
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CHAPTER V

BROADBAND CIRCULARLY POLARIZED APERTURE-COUPLED

MICROSTRIP ANTENNA WITH DUAL-OFFSET FEEDLINES*

5.1 Introduction

With rapid growth of satellite and mobile communication systems, wideband

circularly polarized (CP) antennas have been developed due to the flexibility of the

oriented angle of transmitters and receivers. Although microstrip antennas have many

advantages of low profile, low coast, easy fabrication, and conformability, they have the

narrow impedance and the 3 dB axial ratio (AR) bandwidth [73, 74]. Therefore, the

impedance and AR bandwidth have been the essential parts of a CP microstrip antenna.

To obtain a wider axial ratio bandwidth, several different methods have been presented

such as proximity-coupled L-probe feeding method [75-77], coaxial feeding method [78,

79], aperture-coupled feeding method [80]. The impedance and axial ratio bandwidths of

38% are obtained by L-probe feed method with broadband feed network using

Wilkinson power divider. In [79], a stacked microstrip antenna with C-type feed is used

to obtain a wider bandwidth and achieves a 3 dB axial ratio bandwidth of 13% and an

impedance bandwidth of 21%. The aperture-coupled feeding method is an attractive

_____________________________

* Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from J. -K. Lee, C. –H. Ahn, and K. Chang,
“Broadband circularly polarized aperture-coupled microstrip antenna with dual-offset feedlines”,
IEEE AP-S. International Symposium, pp. 1127-1130, Jul. 2011, Copyright 2011 by IEEE.
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feeding type due to isolation of spurious feed line radiation generating cross-polarized

radiations [80]. Therefore, the aperture-coupled method is suitable to CP antenna design.

It is easy to control the input impedance of aperture-coupled antenna by changing the

size and the location of aperture slot.  The aperture-coupled microstrip antenna with

crossed coupling slot achieves the impedance bandwidth of 30% and the 3 dB axial ratio

bandwidth of 12% [80].

In this chapter, the aperture-coupled stacked microstrip antennas with dual-offset

feedlines are proposed. These antennas are fed by two orthogonal feedlines through

cross coupling slot. In the aperture-coupled microstrip antenna, the cross-polarization

can be increased because the aperture can be operated as a radiator. By using crossed

coupling slot with the dual-offset feedlines, the cross-polarization levels produced by

single-offset feedline can be decreased [81]. To obtain the circular polarization, the

Wilkinson power divider and the branch-line coupler are used as the feed network [75,

80]. In these type couplers, it is difficult to obtain the broad bandwidth of phase and

magnitude response. In this work, a multi-section slot-coupled quadrature hybrid is used

to drive the crossed coupling slot for the broad bandwidth response. This directional

coupler can obtain tight couplings such as 3 dB and is suitable to the broadband

applications [82].

5.2 Design of the broadband feed  network

Broadband quadrature hybrids are one of the important passive components of

microwave circuits. These directional couplers are widely used in the microwave
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Fig. 50. Cross-section and top view of the slot-coupled coupler.

(a)                                                                    (b)

Fig. 51. Electric field distribution of (a) even mode and (b) odd mode.

subsystems such as balanced amplifiers, beamforming networks for antenna arrays, and

mixers. An interesting structure of the broadband directional coupler is the slot-coupled

directional coupler. There has been published about the slot-coupled directional coupler

and slot-coupled microstrip lines [82-87]. Since the slot-coupled microstrip line has the

advantages of wide bandwidth, small size, and flexible control over even and odd mode
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impedances, it can be easily applied to realize the directional couplers with tight and

loose coupling value [84]. This coupler can be used in the feed network to make the

microstrip antenna to have CP capability. The geometry of a broadband feed network is

shown in Fig. 50. The slot-coupled quadrature hybrid has the advantages of broad

bandwidth, easy control of impedance, and compact size. For the circularly polarized

radiation, the feed network has equal magnitudes and a 90 phase shift through the

crossed coupling slot. Port 1 is input port located at top layer, port 2 is coupled port

located at bottom layer, port 3 is direct port located at top layer, and port 4 is isolated

port located at bottom layer. This three-section directional coupler is symmetrical and

can be analyzed on the basis of the even and odd mode analysis method. The proposed

coupler consists of two microstrip lines and the common ground plane with rectangular

slot at the middle layer as shown in Fig. 50. Two microstrip lines of top layer and bottom

layer are coupled through slot in the common ground plane. Fig. 51 shows the electric

field of the even and odd mode. The even mode impedance (z0e) and the odd mode

impedance (z0o) of each section can be calculated by quasi-TEM wave analysis. The

design equation of TEM mode directional coupler can be used. The characteristic

impedance and the coupling coefficient are given below [44]:

0 0 0 1 e oz z z (31)

0 0

0 0





e o

e o

z zC
z z

(32)
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The substrate materials used in this coupler are Roger RT/duroid 5880 with r =2.2

and h=0.254 mm. The even mode impedance of each section can be found in [83]. For

0.15 dB ripple symmetrical -3.01 dB coupler, z0e1 and z0e3 are equal to 1.19 Ω and z0e2 is

equal to 3.34 Ω. From Eq. (31) and (32), odd mode impedance and coupling coefficient

Fig. 52. (a) Top view and (b) cross view of the transition between two signal lines.

Fig. 53. Transition between the output line of coupler and the input line of antenna.
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(C) can be calculated (z0o1=z0o3=0.84 Ω, z0o2=0.3 Ω, c1=c3=0.173, and c2=0.835). From

the above values, the width of microstrip line (w) and slot (g) can be obtained. By using

the odd mode impedance, the width of microstrip line can be easily obtained from

microstrip line formulas (w2=3.51 mm and w1,3=1 mm). The length of three sections is

about quarter-wavelength of even and odd mode impedance at center frequency (f0=10

GHz). By using Ansoft HFSS v12, the slot widths (g) in the middle layer are evaluated

from the even mode impedance and coupling coefficient (g2=6 mm and g , =0.8 mm).

After tuning several parameters, the final dimensions of the coupler are w0=0.78 mm,

w2 =3.38 mm, g2 =5.8 mm, w , =0.94 mm, g , =0.75 mm, and the length of each

section=3.75 mm.

The common ground of the coupler and the ground of antennas are located at

different layer. As shown in Fig. 52, two grounds are connected by via. Fig. 53 shows

the simulated S-parameters of the transition between the output line of the directional

coupler and the input line of an antenna. The return loss is greater than -18 dB and the

insertion loss is less than -0.2 dB from 6 GHz to 14 GHz as shown in Fig. 53. In

consideration of this transition, the simulated S-parameter responses of the proposed

directional coupler are achieved by Ansoft HFSS v12 as shown in Fig. 54 and Fig. 55. In

Fig. 54, it is observed that S11 and S41 are greater than -14.5 dB and the range of S21 and

S31 are -3.18 dB to -3.68 dB over X frequency band. The maximum imbalance of the

insertion loss is ±0.18 dB at 12 GHz. Fig. 55 shows the phase response of the output

ports and the maximum phase error of the directional coupler is ±1.65 .
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Fig. 54. Simulated magnitude responses of the slot-coupled directional coupler.

Fig. 55. Simulated phase responses of the slot-coupled directional coupler.
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5.3 Design of the aperture coupled microstrip antenna

The configuration of the proposed dual-fed antenna is shown in Fig. 56. It is

composed of two microstrip antennas, ground plane with a crossed coupling slot, two

foam layers, and two feed lines. Two feed lines with dual-offset feedlines are located at

different layers. For circularly polarization, the square patch antennas are used and two

feed lines must have the phase difference of 90°. These feed lines are connected with the

output port of the quadrature hybrid which is mentioned in previous section. Two square

antennas are fed through crossed coupling slot and feed lines are located symmetrically

Fig. 56. Geometry of the proposed multi-layer microstrip antenna.
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Fig. 57. Geometry of feedline and slot of the aperture-coupled microstrip antenna.

at the center of each. The aperture is located at the center of the patches. For the upper

and lower patch, Rogers ULTRALAM 3850 substrate with h=0.0508 mm and r =2.9

are chosen. For the aperture, Rogers RT/duroid with h=0.508 mm and r =2.2 is used.

The substrate materials used in two feed lines are Roger RT/duroid 5880 with r =2.2

and h=0.254 mm. The relative dielectric constant of a foam is 1.06 and the heights are

1.6 and 3.2 mm. The antennas with the foam layers can have wider bandwidth. The

stacked microstrip antennas consist of two square patches of slightly different resonant

frequencies. Patch sizes are chosen using simple formulas. It is difficult to find the ideal

value because two patches interact with each other and are affected by apertures. Fig. 57

shows slot and feedline configuration for the aperture-coupled microstrip antenna. The

dimensions of the antenna are as follows: Patch 1=8.9 mm, Patch 2=10.1 mm, the 50 Ω

line width of feed 1=1.56 mm, the 50 Ω line width of feed 2=3.3 mm, the 100 Ω line
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width of feed 1=0.5 mm, the 100 Ω line width of feed 2=1.2 mm, c_slot=0.6 mm,

w_slot=1 mm, L_slot=9.8 mm, 2d_off=5 mm, L_stub=0.8 mm, L_tune of feed 1=1.4

mm, and L_tune of feed 2=1.7 mm. Fig. 58 shows the simulated radiation patterns of the

aperture- coupled microstrip antenna at 8.5 GHz, 10 GHz, and 11.5 GHz. The maximum

gain of the antenna is 5.87 dBi at 8.5 GHz, 6.49 dBi at 10 GHz, and 6.98 dBi at 11.5

GHz at the boresight angle.

(a)

Fig. 58. Simulated radiation patterns of the microstrip stacked antenna: (a) at 8.5 GHz,

(b) at 10 GHz, and (c) at 11.5 GHz.
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 58. Continued
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5.4 Results of the broadband CP aperture-coupled microstrip antenna

Fig. 59 shows the simulated results of S-parameters and the axial ratio of the

aperture-coupled microstrip antenna. The 10 dB return loss bandwidth is 35.5% (8.1

GHz to 11.6 GHz) and the isolation of two feed lines is greater than 20 dB as shown in

Fig. 59 (a). As shown in Fig. 59 (b), the simulated 3 dB axial ratio bandwidth is over

40%. Fig. 60 shows the radiation patterns of the broadband CP antenna in both principle

planes. The right-hand circular polarization (RHCP) gain is 8.47 dBi at 8.5 GHz, 9.17

dBi at 10 GHz and 9.13 dBi at 11.5 GHz at the boresight angle. Moreover, a 3dB gain

bandwidth is over 35%. The gain difference between left-hand circular polarization

(LHCP) and RHCP is greater than 23 dB at frequency bands at the broadside direction.

The simulation results are based on Ansoft HFSS v12.

(a)

Fig. 59. Performance of the broadband CP microstrip antenna: (a) S-parameters and (b)

axial ratio.
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(b)

Fig. 59. Continued.

(a)

Fig. 60. Radiation pattern of the broadband CP antenna at (a) 8.5 GHz, (b) 10 GHz, and

(c) 11.5 GHz.
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 60. Continued.
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5.5 Conclusions

In this work, we propose a broadband circularly polarized aperture-coupled

microstrip antenna. Crossed coupling slots with dual-feedlines are used to feed the

stacked antenna. First, a broadband slot-coupled quadrature hybrid has been presented

for the CP operation and has shown good simulated results of magnitude and phase

response. Then, the stacked square patches with crossed coupling slot have been

presented. This proposed antenna has the 10 dB return loss bandwidth of 35.5 % and the

axial ratio bandwidth of 40 %. Moreover, the antenna has a good gain bandwidth over all

frequency bands.
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CHAPTER VI

SIX-BAND MICROSTRIP REFLECTARRAY ON TWO LAYERS*

6.1 Introduction to multiband reflectarray

A reflectarray is a flat, light-weight, and high gain antenna and often replaces the

conventional parabolic reflectors. The main concept of a reflectarray is to make the

reflected wave from elements cophasal wave as controlling the phase of the reflected

wave from its element. The microstrip reflectarray has a narrow bandwidth because of

the bandwidth limits of microstrip antenna and different spatial phase delay according to

different frequencies. To overcome the limitations, this work presents a multi-band

microstrip reflectarray that covers six bands on two layers. The phase of reflected wave

from each frequency element and coupling effects from other frequency elements are

described.

The objective of this project is to study, analysis and design for the development

of a multi-frequency shared-aperture reflectarray antenna for the National Oceanic and

Atmosphere Administration’s (NOAA) future large-aperture radiometer and imaging

antenna at Medium Earth Orbit (MEO). Table 6 shows the performance goals of the

multiband reflectarray. This reflectarray should support at least 6 frequency bands and

___________________________________

* Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from S. –W. Oh, J. -K. Lee, J. Huang, and K.
Chang, “A six-band reflectarray antenna”, IEEE AP-S. International Symposium, pp. 1-4, Jun.
2009, Copyright 2009 by IEEE.
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Table 6. Performance goals.

Parameter

No. of frequency bands Minimum of 6 to maximum of 10

Aperture size 0.75 meter (scalable to larger size)

Bandwidth Not available (generally narrow)

Efficiency 40 %

Polarization See Table I - 2

Peak side lobe level -30 dB

no more than 10 frequency bands.

6.2 Configuration of reflectarray

Six more important frequency bands selected for this reflectarray are 6.625, 18.7

52.5, 57.5, 166, and 183.31 GHz. The polarization required for each frequency band is

listed in Table 7.

Table 7. Frequency plan and polarization.

Frequency (GHz) Polarization

6.625 Dual linear polarization (V and H)

18.7 Dual linear (V and H) and
Dual CP (RHCP and LHCP)

52.5 Single linear (V)

57.5 Single linear (H)

166 Single linear (V)

183.31 Single linear (V)
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The types of the elements selected at different frequency will have significant

effects on the amount of coupling among elements and arrangements of each layer.

Possible element types at each frequency band are listed in Table 8. The dual ring

configuration can be used for achieving a wider phase range.

Table 8. Element types at different frequency bands.

Frequency (GHz) Element type

6.625 Ring or cross dipole

18.7 Cross dipole

52.5 Ring with gap, dipole

57.5 Ring with gap

166 Dipole

183.31 Dipole

The reflectarray will consist of two thin substrate layers and two foam spacers.

The substrate selected for the proposed design is Roger/flex 3850 circuit material with

the thickness of 0.0508 mm. The thicknesses of the foam layers are pre-determined to be

0.6 mm and 1 mm for the top and bottom layer respectively after optimized simulations.

Each substrate layer will accommodate three frequency bands as shown in Fig. 61.

Element spacing for each frequency band will be determined later with considerations of

the coupling effects, grating lobes, and limited real estate of the array.
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Fig. 61. Configuration of the six-band microstrip reflectarray.

6.3 Top layer element design

In order to minimize the blockage produced by the elements at the top layer, the

elements at the top layer was designed to reduce the thickness and to increase the

element spacing. Fig. 62 shows the arrangement of elements on the top layer. A 18.7

GHz element, the element of middle frequency band at the top layer, will be designed

first and then other elements will be designed afterward.
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Fig. 62. Arrangement of the top layer elements.

A. 18.7 GHz element

Fig. 63 shows the simulation setup of the unit cell at 18.7 GHz. The dimensions of

the unit cell are chosen to be 12.8 mm (0.8 λo) x 12.8 mm (0.8 λo) and the arm length of

the cross dipole are varied for different phases of the reflected wave. Results of reflected

phases versus lengths with different widths of arms are shown in Fig. 64. As can be seen

from the results, the phase variation range for 0.2 mm to 1.6 mm of width can be from

327º to 286º. 0.2 mm element arm width is chosen for 18.7 GHz for reducing the

blocking the bottom layer elements.
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Fig. 63. Simulation setup of unit cell of the 18.7 GHz element.
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Fig. 64. Phase responses as a function of the dipole width (w).
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B. 57.5 GHz element

The simulation setup of the 57.5 GHz is shown in Fig. 65. The dimensions of the unit

cell are chosen to be 4 mm (0.77 λo) × 4 mm (0.77 λo). According to Fig. 66, the total

phase variation ranges of the circular loop for different loop width (2) vary from 294º to

118º. Therefore loop width is chosen to 0.1 mm for large phase variation range and less

blockage. Gap width (Gw) also is selected to 0.1 mm.

Fig. 65. Simulation setup of unit cell of the 57.5 GHz element.

t = 0.1mm
t = 0.2mm
t = 0.3mm
t = 0.4mm

Fig. 66. Phase responses as a function of the ring width (w).
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C. 6.6 GHz element

The dimensions of the unit cell are chosen to be 26 mm (0.79 λo) × 26 mm (0.79 λo)

and the arm length of the cross dipole are varied for different phases of the reflected

wave. Fig. 67 and Fig. 68 show the simulation setup of a unit cell working at 6.6 GHz

and the reflected phase responses, respectively. The result indicate the width of the cross

dipole does not effect on the total reflected phase range significantly, but the dipole

width is chosen to 0.4 mm for fewer blockages.

Fig. 67. Simulation setup of a unit cell of the 6.6 GHz element.

Fig. 68. Phase responses as a function of the arm width (w).
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6.4 Bottom layer element design

The focus of the bottom layer design is on the elements of 52.5, 166, and 183 GHz.

At such high frequencies, the element selection and design could be very critical. Simple

element shapes, i.e. rectangular patches and dipoles, are chosen as the reflectarray

elements at the high frequencies. Fig. 69 shows the arrangement of the bottom layer

elements.

Fig. 69. Arrangement of the bottom layer elements.

A. 166 GHz element

The geometry of 166 GHz elements is shown in Fig. 70, which show the simulation

setup of a unit cell. The dimensions of the unit cell are chosen to be 1.3 mm (0.72 λ0) x

1.3 mm (0.72 λ0) to take into account coupling with adjacent unit cell. Both the 166 and

183 GHz elements are placed in the unit cell so that the effects of one element on the

other could be taken into considerations. The thickness of the copper cladding is also
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considered in the simulations for better accuracy. The width of the rectangular patch is

fixed at 0.22 mm and the length is varied for different phases of the reflected waves. The

height of top and bottom foam layer is 0.6 mm and 1.1 mm, respectively. The phase

variation range is about 315o as shown in Fig. 71.

Fig. 70. Simulation setup of unit cell of the 166 GHz element.

Fig. 71. Phase response as a function of the dipole length (L).
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B. 183 GHz element

As what have been done in the previous simulations, the unit cell also includes the

166 GHz elements to take into account the possible mutual coupling effects in Fig. 72.

The unit cell size is the same as the size at 166 GHz and the width of the dipole is 0.1

mm. As shown in Fig. 73, the phase variation range is about 320 o.

Fig. 72. Simulation setup of unit cell of the 183 GHz element.

Fig. 73. Phase response as a function of the arm length (L).
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C. 52.5 GHz element

Dipoles with variable lengths are used for the 166 and 183 GHz bands. The choices

of the element type at the 52.5 GHz are limited by the 166 and 183 GHz elements which

are located at the same layer. Dipole elements are used again for the 52.5 GHz as shown

in Fig. 74, but they are oriented vertically in perpendicular to the 166 GHz and 183 GHz

elements. Fig. 75 shows the phase variation range of 290° which is achieved by

changing the dipole length.

Fig. 74. Simulation setup of unit cell of the 52.5 GHz element.

Fig. 75. Phase response as a function of the dipole length (L).
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6.5 Coupling effects with neighborhood elements

In this chapter, various cases of intersections are investigated, for example, cases

between elements at different frequencies band on top layer, cases between elements on

bottom layer, and cases between elements on top layer and ones on bottom layer. As

shown in Fig. 76 and Fig. 77, though the top and bottom elements are placed together in

a unit cell of radiating elements, each element can obtain the necessary reflection phase.

The reflection phases are shifted but the phase variation ranges are similar.

6.6 Conclusions

This chapter presents a reflectarray configuration which supports the operation of

six frequency bands. The proposed reflectarray has two substrate layers and each layer

accommodates array elements of three frequency bands. The reflection phase curves of

the array elements of different frequency bands are simulated and summarized in Table 9.

Interactions among the elements are also explored. Detailed results of the reflection

phase curves in different situations have been presented in this chapter. Based on the

high accuracy of the simulation software, these results are believed to be reliable and are

ready for real implementation of the reflectarray.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 76. Coupling effects on the elements on top layer: (a) 6.6 GHz, (b) 18.7 GHz,

and (c) 57.5 GHz.
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Fig. 77. Coupling effects on the elements on bottom layer: (a) 52.5 GHz, (b) 166 GHz,

and (c) 183 GHz.
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Table 9. Design parameters of the reflectarray elements.

Top layer

Freq. Shape Element
description

Element
spacing

Single element
achievable reflection

phase range

6.6 GHz Cross
dipole

Equal arm length
Width: .0.4mm 0.79 λo 355°

18.3 GHz Cross
dipole

Equal arm length
Width: 0.2mm 0.80 λo 327°

57.5 GHz Circular ring
with gap

Width: 0.1mm
Gap: 0.1mm 0.77 λo 295°

Bottom layer

Freq. Shape Element
description

Element
spacing

Single element
achievable reflection

phase range

52.5 GHz Horizontal
Dipole Width: 0.2mm 0.68 λo 290°

166 GHz Vertical
Dipole Width: 0.22mm 0.72 λo 315°

183 GHz Vertical
dipole Width: 0.1mm 0.79 λo 320°
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CHAPTER VII

DUAL-BAND BRANCH-LINE COUPLER USING DSPSL

7.1 Introduction

With the rapid growth of wireless communications, many microwave circuits are

developed using microstrip line, coplanar waveguide, slotline, coplanar strips, and

double-sided parallel-strip line (DSPSL). As mention in chapter IV, DSPSL is proposed

by H. A. Wheeler in 1964 [70] and is simply analyzed by using the uniform current

approximation by J. M. Rochelle [88]. Recently, various interesting passive components

using DSPSL have been developed such as power divider, diplexer, filters and branch

line coupler [89]. Moreover, DSPSL can be used for design of differential Monolithic

Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMIC) technology for low cost implementation [89].

The branch line coupler is one of the most fundamental and popular circuits in

microwave applications. In the modern wireless systems, multiple frequency band

performance has been demanded. Dual-band branch line couplers using cross coupled

line, short and open stubs, and two branch lines have been published. In this chapter, a

dual-band branch line coupler using DSPSL is proposed. By using this transmission line,

high impedance lines can be easily realized. The proposed circuit has three branch lines

and the lengths of the horizontal line and vertical line are different for the dual-band

applications.
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7.2 Analysis of DSPSL and offset DSPSL

Fig. 78 shows double-sided parallel-strip line and offset double-sided parallel-strip

Line. DSPSL transmission line is a balanced line and offset DSPSL is separated by

distance (d) between top and bottom lines as shown in Fig. 78. The effective dielectric

constant of DSPSL is the same as that of the microstrip line (MSL) and the wavelength

is shorter than that of microstrip line [15]. The impedances of a DSPSL and offset

DSPSL versus the width (w) and offset distance (d) with the same width are extracted by

Zeland IE3D and are shown in Fig. 79 and Fig. 80. These characteristic impedances are

calculated by using the substrate with r = 10.2 and h=0.635 mm. As shown in Fig. 79,

the characteristic impedance of DSPSL is higher than that of microstrip line with the

same width. Similarly, the characteristic impedance of offset DSPSL can be increased by

increasing offset distance (d) of top and bottom lines as shown in Fig. 80. It can be seen

that the wider the offset distance is, the weaker the coupling between top and bottom

strip lines is [90].

(a) (b)

Fig. 78. Cross section view of (a) the conventional DSPSL and (b) offset DSPSL.
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Fig. 79. Characteristic impedances of the microstrip line and DSPSL.

Fig. 80. Characteristic impedances of an offset DSPSL (w=0.2 mm).
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7.3 Analysis of dual-band branch-line coupler

The even and odd mode decomposition method can be used for a symmetrical four

port network analysis. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the schematic diagram and even and odd

mode equivalent circuits of the proposed directional coupler. The electrical length of the

conventional branch line coupler is a quarter-wavelength long. In this case, the multiple

quarter wavelengths of vertical and horizontal branches are used for the dual-band

coupler at the center frequency (fo) of the two operating frequencies (f1, f2). As shown in

Fig. 4, these cascaded lines and stubs can be analyzed by the ABCD matrix method.

In the four port coupler, the following amplitude and phase conditions should be

satisfied: 21 31S S , 41 0S  , and 21 31 90    S S . We need to find θ, Z1, Z2, and

Z3 that satisfy the above conditions at the frequencies f1 and f2. For simplification, it is

assumed that the vertical lengths of three branches are the same ( 2 3   ) and we

choose 1 m / 2   and 2 n / 2   where n and m are positive integers. The magnitudes

of S parameter can be solved numerically to find the value of Z1, Z2, and Z3 using Eq.

(1)-(8). Fig. 81 shows the normalized impedance Z1, Z2, and Z3 versus the fractional

bandwidth (( 2 1f f )/( 2 1f f )).
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Fig. 81. Normalized impedances versus the fractional bandwidth (  ).

7.4 Design of dual-band branch-line coupler

Conventionally, the range of characteristic impedances on a microstrip line could

be limited by technological constraint. However, as DSPSL and offset DSPSL are used,

the limit can be reducible. For examples, a dual-band coupler is considered to operate at

f1=3 GHz and f2=5.7 GHz on a substrate with the dielectric constant 10.2 and the

thickness 0.635 mm. The center frequency (fo) is 4.35 GHz and the fractional bandwidth

( ) is 0.31. The line impedance for this coupler can be found from Fig. 81: Z1 =42 Ω, Z2

=125 Ω, and Z3=57 Ω. The widths of line impedance Z1 and Z3 can be obtained using

Fig. 79: 1.2 mm and 0.82 mm. The width of line impedance Z2 can be obtained using
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Fig. 82. Layout of the proposed dual-band branch-line coupler on DSPSL.

Fig. 80: 0.2 mm with a 0.3 mm offset distance (d). The physical dimensions of each line

length with m=2 and n=1 are θ1 = 12.3 mm and θ2= 6.2 mm at the center frequency. Fig.

82 shows a layout of the proposed dual-band branch-line coupler.

The measurements are accomplished by using an Agilent 8510C vector network

analyzer. The proposed dual-band coupler is designed based on the above results. As

shown in Fig. 83 (a), the measured 21S and 31S at two output ports are about -3.35 dB at

3 GHz and -3.65 dB at 5.77 GHz. The return loss ( 11S ) and the isolation ( 41S ) are better

than -19 dB at 3 GHz and -16 dB at 5.77 GHz. Fig. 83 (b) shows the phase difference of

output ports ( 21S and 31S ). The output phase difference ( 21 31S S  ) is o89.5 at 3

GHz and o89.2 at 5.77 GHz which are very closed to the desired value of o90 .
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 83. Measured results of the proposed dual-band coupler: (a) magnitude and (b)

phase difference between the output ports.
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7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, a dual-band branch line coupler using double-sided parallel-strip

line is proposed and verified. The proposed coupler can work at two arbitrary design

frequencies. The insertion losses at both frequency bands are a little higher than that of

other dual-band branch line couplers. We believe that it is due to the transition loss

between microstrip lines and double-sided parallel-strip lines. The results of the return

loss, isolation, and phase difference are reasonable. By using DSPSL, the proposed

circuit may be applied to coupler design with both small and large separated frequency

bands.
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CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

8.1 Summary

As an alternative of a parabolic reflect antenna, the microstrip reflectarray has

recently being investigated for high-gain applications because of low profile, light

weight, and small masses. However, the microstrip reflectarray suffers from narrow

bandwidth caused by its inherited limit and differential spatial phase delay. To improve

the bandwidth and obtain the beam scanning capability, multi-band reflectarray and

beam switching reflectarray was proposed.

In this dissertation, an offset cylindrical reflectarray fed by linear polarized phased

array has been developed. The electrically beam scanning microstrip reflectarray has

been designed and fabricated. The microstrip reflectarray is fed by a phased array

antenna with the 4 x 4 Butler matrix. The feed antenna has the boresight angles of four

beams at o16 , o-32 , o31 ,and o15 . The sidelobe level (SLL) is -11.5 dB for port 1 &

port 4 and -8.8 dB for port 2 & port 3. The unit cell, a ring and circular patch, has the

reflection phase of o612 in case of normal incidence. The boresight angles of beam

switching microstrip reflectarray fed by a phased array antenna are o14 , o29 , o35 ,and

o12 . The sidelobe levels are -12.9 dB for port 1 & port 4 and -5.1 dB for port 2 & port

3.

As a microstrip reflectarray for the multi-band application, a six-band reflectarray

has been developed on two layers. Each three different frequency band elements are
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located on each layer. The array elements of 6.6 GHz, 18.7 GHz, and 57.5 GHz are

located on top layer and the array elements of 52.5 GHz, 166 GHz, and 183.3 GHz are

located on bottom layer. The capabilities of phase variation range of each element and

the coupling among elements have been investigated.

A single-band and dual-band phased array antenna fed by the Butler matrix is

proposed. A single-band array antenna is designed on a double-sided parallel-strip line

(DSPSL) and DSPSL with the inserted ground plane. In this case, the power divider is

used to increase the number of the array element, which can reduce the sidelobe level.

The SLLs of each beam are lower than -12.5 dB. In particular, the SLLs of port1 and

port4 are lower than -18.2 dB. The boresight angles of the four beams are o14 , - o46 , o46 ,

and - o14 , respectively. In case of dual-band systems, modified Butler matrix is used to

reduce the circuit size. The Butler matrix and antenna array have dual-band

characteristic and connected the back-to-back substrate. The main beam direction of 4

GHz antenna array is o±14 for port 1 & 4 and o±47 for port 2 & 3. The main beam

direction of 7.3 GHz antenna array is tilted by o±10 for port 1&4 and o±28 for port 2 &

3. The side lobe level (SLL) of 4 GHz array antenna is -13 dB at port 1 & 4 and -7.5 dB

at port 2&3. The SLL of 7.3 GHz system is -12.5 dB at port 1&4 and -7.2 dB at port

2&3. The frequency ratio between the two frequency bands is around 1:1.85.

Lastly, a broadband circularly polarized microstrip antenna has been developed. The

microstrip antenna uses the feed method of the aperture-coupled type and has dual-offset

feedlines on bottom layer. The stacked microstrip patch antennas are fed by the slot-

coupled directional coupler for the circular polarization. This coupler has showed the
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broadband characteristic. The 10 dB return loss bandwidth of the proposed CP antenna is

35.5% and the 3 dB axial ratio is over 40 %. The right-hand circular polarization (RHCP)

gain is 8.47 dBi at 8.5 GHz, 9.17 dBi at 10 GHz and 9.13 dBi at 11.5 GHz at the

boresight angle.

8.2 Recommendations for future research

In the previous study, the offset-fed beam scanning reflectarray is presented. The

sidelobe level of a beam switching reflectarray has less than – 10 dB when port 2 and

port 3 are excited. The sidelobe level of the feed antenna was -8.8 dB at port 2 and port 3.

Therefore, if the sidelobe level of the feed array antenna may be reduced, the sidelobe

level of the beam scanning reflectarray can be reduced.

Moreover, the beam shaping of reflectarrays can be achieved by adjusting the phase

of the reflection coefficient at each element on the reflectarray surface. A Particle

Swarm Optimization can be used to obtain the required phase distribution on the

reflectarray surface which generates the shaped beam pattern.

The previous work verifies that the DSPSL has many advantages in designing RF

circuits and components. To increase the versatility, the future work will construct the

applications of the DSPSL and its variant forms in Monolithic Microwave Integrated

Circuit (MMIC). To reduce the cost of MMIC design, the compact size is the important

factor for the transition between the DSPSL and CPW. In consequence, a DSPSL in

MMIC application can be realized in a compact and convenient method for wireless

communication system.
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